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the travels of ibn battuta - eli.kau - d to begin with, ibn battuta journeys to the city of makkah / tangier. e
the ruler of constantine gives ibn battuta an old donkey / a nice coat. f ibn battuta learns about his future / the
pyramids from burhan al-din. ibn battuta - rihla - 1 ibn battuta - rihla ibn battuta left tangier on his travels
when he was 20 years old in 1325. his main reason to travel was to go on a hajj, or a document a: ibn
battuta’s rihla (part 1) - houlehistory - document a: ibn battuta’s rihla (part 1) moroccan explorer ibn
battuta is known for his extensive travels throughout the middle east, africa and asia. his travel account,
written after his return home to tangier in 1355, offers historians insight into social, political, economic and
cultural context of the 14th century. i left tangier, my birthplace, on thursday, 2nd rajab 725 [june 14, 1325 ...
document a: ibn battuta’s rihla (part 1) - document a: ibn battuta’s rihla (part 1) moroccan explorer ibn
battuta is known for his extensive travels throughout the middle east, africa and asia. his travel account,
written after his return home to tangier in 1355, offers historians insight into social, political, economic and
cultural context of the 14th century. i left tangier, my birthplace, on thursday, 2nd rajab 725 [june 14, 1325 ...
the travels of ibn battuta - ocaso press - the traveller’s life thereafter, but he probably became a local
magistrate, and may have married again. ibn battuta’s rihla is a typical document of the period, packed with
ibn jubayr: the rihla - repositorybraryorgetown - for his contemporaries then, ibn jubayr’s rihla, or
travelogue, was an accessible description of the hajj written by a man to whom much of the islamic world
could relate. 6 for the modern reader, the ibn battuta - big history project - 2 3 ibn battuta was a muslim
scholar who studied law. he recorded an account of his travels to many lands in the early 1300s. his writings
show how vast the muslim ibn battuta lesson plan - polk.k12 - document a: ibn battuta’s rihla (part 1)
moroccan explorer ibn battuta is known for his extensive travels throughout the middle east, africa and asia.
his travel account, written after his return home to tangier in 1355, offers historians insight into social,
political, economic and cultural context of the 14th century. i left tangier, my birthplace, on thursday, 2nd
rajab 725 [june 14, 1325 ... medieval sourcebook: ibn battuta: travels in asia and ... - ibn battuta leaves
tunis with the annual pilgrim caravan some time later the pilgrim caravan for the hijaz was formed, and they
nominated me as their qadi [judge]. ibn battuta - big history project - 2 3 ibn battuta was a muslim scholar
who studied law. he recorded an account of his travels during the first half of the fourteenth century, revealing
how
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